
 Singularity: 
 Plot: The universe doesn't have much time left. But there are comanders ready to fulfill

their purpose before the end, whether trying to save the world, to accelerate it's downfall
or to enjoy sadistically of the process.

 Mechanics:  Board  game,  planetary  conquest  (with  ships  and  troops),  resource
management, alliances and betrayals according to secret objetives.

 Ronin: 
 Plot: Roaming samurais during the Sengoku Jidai period,.Oda Nobunaga had made a

deal with dark forces to win the war, thus unleashing the magic and mythological beings
in the world. 

 Mechanics:  Tabletop  rpg,  exploration  (places,  events  and  resources),  dice  combat
(percentage rolls and active skills) and narrative events (encounters with gods and the
course of the war).

 Battle for Malaga: 
 Plot: In the year 2015, the world was invaded by the krogan, an alien race of lizards with

extensive expertise in technology and magic, along with a completely martial culture.
Humanity was reduced to small groups of survivors up until the arrival of the asari, an
antropomorphic alien race that allied with the humans and taught them their technology
and magic know-how. To this day in 2115, the human-asari alliance continues fighting in
order to free the Earth from the krogan oppression.

 Mechanics: Classic rpg (races, classes and skills), dice combate with percentage rolls
and situational modifier, large scale tactical strategy.

 Odyssey: 
 Plot: During the reing of the Thirty Tyrants in Athens, one of them discovered a scroll

that tells about the locations of the Helm of Athena, so he gathered a crew and shiped in
his search across the greek polis. 

 Mechanics: Tabletop rpg, mythologic exploration, wisdoms (every player has a diferent
skill, gets points playing his role  and can use those points to solve situations in their
way) and avoid their fate (every player is concious about his tragic fate and has to guide
or deceive the group to be safe).

 The Tavern at the End of the Worlds: 
 Plot: To the End of the Worlds Tavern come the lost souls of those who get lost and find

their ends, materializing in the tavern as undead with the capability to go to any world
but their own. Some residents of the tavern created the Guild of Adventurers, traversing
the multiverse fulfilling their motto “honor, altruism and aventure”. 

 Mechanics:  Larp,  modified  softcombat  system  (with  active  skills  and  weapon-lifes
balance), graphic adventure exploration, with puzzles or riddles between combats.

 Mist Castle: 
 Plot: The bastard son of the Marquis de Sade ventures into the derelic and cursed castle

of his father escorted by mercenaries that will help him find the supposed hiden riches.
 Mechanics:  Board game, dungeon crawler with narrative,  turn based tactical combat,

graphic  adventure  puzzles  and  a  stress  system that  produces  insanity  as  a  result  of
reading letters of the Marquis or seeing grotesque scenes.


